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ABSTRACT

Natural disasters, especially those related with water -like storms and floods- have been increased over the last decades both

in number and intensity. According to Insurance Federation data, storms and floods comprise more than 75% of economic

losses with respect to the total of natural disasters. Firstly, this paper aims to analyze how the flood risk analysis has been

studied and evaluated through a literature review. It shows an evolution from a technical vision (dams, dikes an retention

systems constructions) to a more complex risk management framework. Despite their importance, risk studies in water area

hardly achieves the 3% of the total published papers. Under the current Climate Change framework, several reports predict

an increase of these extreme events at a global scale. However, regional studies often find trends that do not match with the

global behavior. So, a second goal of the paper is to study flood events evolution on both Spain and Andalusian Mediterranean

region using National and regional dataset. The analysis shows a positive tendency in the number of annual events.

1 Introduction

Over the last decades the interest in the field of risk analysis has increased. Areas such as health care, environmental sciences

or engineering tend to incorporate risk analysis in their decision making process. It implies that an extended theory, new

methodological frameworks and tools have been developed in the last decades1. An appropriate risk analysis will provide critical

information which often clarify the decision to be made, providing a common conceptual and methodological framework2.

Several definitions can be found in literature.3 presented an informal review across 20 publications in which the definition of

risk varies substantially. Some authors define it as a triplet consisting of three elements: scenario, likelihood and consequences4.

Also, risk has been defined as a measure under uncertainty of the severity of a hazard5. Moreover, risk can be considered as the

chance that someone or something will be affected (negatively) by a hazardous event3, 6, 7. In this paper our focus of interest is

set on environmental risk associated to water resources, more specifically, to flood events. In this context, and based on the

literature available, risk can be considered as the product of probability (or hazard) (i.e. physical and statistical aspects like

return period or depth of inundation) and impact, consequence or vulnerability (i.e. damage in structure, activities and human

settlement) of a flood event8, 9. But first, we should clarify what a flood event is. According to the Intergovernmental Pannel on

Climate Change (IPCC) reports, based on the scientific agreement, a flood event is defined as the overflowing of the normal

confines of a stream or other body of water or the accumulation of water over areas that are not normally submerged10. This

definition includes river floods, flash floods, urban floods, pluvial floods, sewer floods, coastal floods, and glacial lake outburst

floods.

Under the current Climate Change framework, several reports predict an increase in intensity and duration of extreme

climatic event. In the 90s scientists began to alert about the risk of these kinds of event, more particularly, flood event. Some

authors11 suggested a global increase in flood frequency linked with an scenario of sea-level rise by 2080s. According to

their predictions, Mediterranean area would be one of the most affected. Sea-level rise and the increase both in frequency and

intensity of storms is expected to exacerbate the vulnerability of coastal areas to natural hazards12, 13. In this sense, the web

page Global Flood Map (http://globalfloodmap.org) shows an interactive map by introducing as an input the sea-level rise.

The application shows areas that would be at risk of flooding and also, the estimation of displaced people. As an example, an

increase of 6 in. (0.15m) would suppose a total of 3.471.557 people displaced only in Spain. This means that several adaptation

plannings are needed14. More recent studies show a statistical positive trend in floods during the twentieth century which is

consistent with the climate models and, also, they predicted a continuity of this tendency15. However, these results can be

partially explained by improvements in reporting, human settlement or urbanization in flood-prone areas, or even a decrease in

the awareness about natural risks10. Besides, these same factors can explain the perceived increase in flood risk. In any case,

there is evidence that global warming has the potential to increase heavy precipitation patterns but with considerable uncertainty



in the magnitude, and huge regional variability16–18.

This paper is configured as an initial step in a regional project called SAICMA (Flood Alert System in Andalusian

Mediterranean Catchments), so that, a literature review including conceptual framework and methodologies applied are

necessary. Firstly, different terms need to be clarified. When we talk about flood risk analysis, data about past events are studied

in order to determine the tendency followed. A second step is configured by flood risk modeling, in which hydrological or

hydraulic models are necessary for estimating different flood parameters (intensity, duration, among others). Finally, results

obtained from both analysis and modeling steps are used to manage the risk of flooding (urban planning decision, alert systems

establishment, among others). The main goal of this paper is to analyze how the flood risk analysis has been studied and

evaluated through a literature review, and propose some issues to take into account. Several papers show discrepancies about

the analysis of increase or decrease in the number of flood events along the world, which emphasize the idea that this kind of

events are highly dependent of regional, or even, local factors. So, we will also incorporate this regional scale and a second goal

of the paper is to study flood events evolution on both Spain and Andalusian Mediterranean region. This paper is organized as

follows: Section 2 presents a literature review about flood risk whilst Section 3 analyzes data about flood events from global to

regional scale. Finally, Section 4 draws some conclusions.

2 Flood Risk Analysis: a Review

A literature review was carried out at ISI Web of Knowledge (ISI WoK) using the terms Risk analysis as a search topic with a

result of 24995 papers (Last search was done on February 2022). Figure 1 a) shows the evolution over time in the number of

papers published since the 1960s. Initially, this hardly achieves a hundred papers but, at the beginning of the 90s this tendency

changes and becomes exponentially increased, with more than a thousand papers per year in the last decade. If we classify

them into a set of knowledge areas (Figure 1 b)) according to ISI WoK criteria, close to 35% lies in Engineering area, against

12% in Environmental and Ecology, and hardly 3% in Water area.
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Figure 1. Results of the literature review in ISI Web of Knowledge, a) evolution of number of papers published including Risk

analysis in title, abstract and/or keywords, and b) percentage of papers in each knowledge area: Agricult. Agriculture;

Comp.Sc. Computer Science; E&E Environmental and Ecology; Eng. Engineering; M&S Mathematics and Statistics.

Risk analysis in general, but environmental risk assessment in particular, have become more complex over the last decades19

since it has to integrate the complex socio-ecological framework20. Geographical Information Systems, real data availability,

and the inclusion of expert and stakeholders judgment have increased this complexity. However, data are often limited or not

consistent enough which makes simplifications necessary with the consequent accuracy reduction21. Thus, it requires a balance

between scientific data and the inputs from experts and stakeholders having different objectives and opinions. It means both

quantitative and qualitative information merged together in the same methodological framework22. So, integration of such

different sources of information led to a set of generalizations and assumptions which, also, propagate uncertainty in all steps of

the modeling process23, 24. Besides, it is well-known that we are facing a set of changes in time at a broad range of scales, such

as social, economic or environmental. It includes different level of managers and stakeholders which, again, add uncertainty

into risk management processes because of coordinating and communicating difficulties25–27. But not only information and

data, also concepts and disciplines need to be brought together under this framework3. To do that, it is necessary to know how

different disciplines address similar issues in order to reduce the most common problems of communication28. An exhaustive

review was done with papers which lied into Environmental and Ecology and Water areas from 2015 (Table 1). More than 30%

of papers are related with public health (strictly, 24.19%, or with environmental risk, 7.53%) modeling the risk of pollutants

presence in water sources, soil or air and their potential impact over human health29, 30. Estimation of different types of

standardized indexes is the most applied methodology (39%), and it is broadly used in both public health and environmental

topics.
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Table 1. Results of the review in terms of type of risk analyzed and methodology applied.

Type of risk % Methodology %

Public Health 24.19 Index 39.78

Environmental 19.35 Surveys and Experts 8.07

Flood 18.28 Equations 6.45

Others 11.29 Hydrological Models 6.45

General 8.06 GIS 4.84

Environmental and Public Health 7.53 Bayesian aproaches 3.76

Accidents 3.76 Scenarios 2.69

Drought 2.69 Decision/Analysis Tree 2.15

Natural Disaster 1.61 Fuzzy methods 2.15

Wildfire 1.61 Specific models 2.15

Water management 1.08 Monte Carlo approaches 2.15

Economic 0.55 Copulas 1.61

Climate Models 1.08

Regression methods 1.08

No information 6.99

Others 8.60

Third topic is focused on flood (18% of papers, Table 1 ). In this field, there was a shift from the traditional flood protection

(dams constructions, dikes, and other retention systems) to the current global framework of flood risk management. This change

is also supported by the European Union through a set of directives, such as 2007/60/EC, which asks member countries to

create flood risk maps and flood risk management plans23, 31. In general, the methodologies applied are based on objective

measurements (precipitation, river basin characteristics or return period), but subjective factors (risk perception, preparedness

or awareness) are also considered as a crucial aspect32, 33. The process of translating information about risk modeling from

scientific discussion to local management or decision making process is often complex and full of misunderstanding and

information losses25, 34. How society estimates or considers the risk of flooding is related with preparedness, awareness and

worry, which means people would take appropriate actions to reduce negative effects of flood35, 36. Flood defense structures

are also needed to be monitored and controlled37. Besides, in order to minimize flooding consequences, emergency response

needs to be efficient38. All these components merged together have implied a broader development of methodologies and

theories, including the inherent uncertainty39. However, the majority of papers are based on specific hydrological models, or a

combination between them and others. Other methods applied are regression models, specific equations, or expert knowledge.

According to international reports, like IPCC, extreme events are predicted to increase in magnitude, however, regional

heterogeneity can affect to this general behavior. For that reason, it is necessary to know the magnitudes over different areas

under study. In this sense, Guhathakurta et al., 2011,40 study the evolution of extreme rainfall events over India using a

non-parametric test, linear regression models and a generalized extreme value distribution. Their results show deep differences

over India. For example, since frequency of wet days tend to significantly decrease in Central and North India, over peninsular

India the trend is to increase.

Similar behavior can be found in other parts of the world. In Europe, some authors16 make a comparison between different

flood projections and their implications for management and risk assessment. Although there is a inherent uncertainty in this

kind of projections, it plays an important role into decision making processes showing the range of possible scenarios.

Consequences of flooding include a great range of areas (economic, social, psychological, ecological, political, among

others) which very often are interlinked in a complex socio-economic network10, 41. According to Jonkmand et al. 20089, flood

damages can be divided into two categories: i) related with their economic value (priced and unpriced), and ii) related with

their cause-effects relations (direct or indirect).

Priced damages are one of the most studied group of damage provoked by natural events. Those related with hydrological

events have been increased in the last three decades, with flooding as a one of the major contributors10. In that sense, an

expected annual damage from flooding in approximately £1 billion was estimated in England and Wales42. Moreover, the

hurricane Katrina in august 2005 provoked a great flooding that caused around 16$ billion of residential property damage, and

7$ billion at public infrastructures and utilities9. However, sometimes, high level of flood protection can lead to a sense of

complacency if it is not accompanied by sustainable policies of disaster risk reduction or climate change adaptations43, 44.45

make a qualitative and quantitative assessment of seven flood models focused on direct and priced damage estimation. Their

results show significant differences among the models in terms of data availability and uncertainty, and provide several insights

for the development of a common framework for flood modeling assessment. Included into direct priced damage, transportation

infrastructures is probably one of the most crucial services. Some authors41 model the vulnerability of metro systems to
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flooding using analytic hierarchy process and the interval AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) methods, whilst others46 study the

vulnerability of buildings in a village. Results of these types of studies help to support decision making process in transportation

and housing infrastructures’ design and disaster plans.

Unpriced damages are not so often studied. For example, Lehmann and Light, 201647 show the use of HEC-FIA (Hydrologic

Engineering Center Flood Impact Analysis) software to evaluate the indirect consequences of a flooding but, still, from the

economic point of view. Cultural losses, for example, are not often studied. An example is the paper of Arrighi et al., 201548,

who estimate the expected number of works of art that would be lost if no risk mitigation strategies were taken.

One group of unpriced damages is related with environmental alterations or losses. During a flood event ecosystems can

suffer several disturbances that usually imply a change in the ecological structure and biodiversity49. One example is the

disruption of natural patterns like in the case of estuary and coastal areas50. Voynova et al. 2017,51 study the biogeochemical

changes in the Elbe estuary as a consequence of an extreme river flood during 2013. Results show an alteration in the ecological

conditions with a phytoplankton bloom and higher pH values in coastal waters.

Other important group of damage is related with public health. Some authors52 summarizes causes and effects of flood

events in Bangladesh and Nepal where the most important is death, not only caused directly by the flooding, but provoked by

illnesses (diarrhea among others). In this sense, another example is to study the relation between flood and gastrointestinal illness

in Puerto Rico finding a significant relationship between both53. Besides, flooding can induce microbiological contamination of

groundwater drinking supplies after detecting hepatitis A virus, adenovirus, and norovirus in water samples54.

Also, psychological impacts are needed to be taken into account but it is not often included. A study about the incidence

of psychological morbidity (anxiety, depression, post-traumatic stress and suicidal ideation) after an important flood event in

Australia shows significantly high mental health risk, more evident in those that are displaced for a longer period of time55, 56.

However, flooding could have some benefits if a proper planning is developed. Benefits in flood-prone ecosystems is mainly

related with agriculture, which need an adequate assessment of the couple human infrastructures - floodplain areas57.

3 Flood evolution: Data analysis

In this second part of the paper, an analysis of global, national and regional data was carried out with the aim of studying the

evolution of flood events. Due to the discrepancy between global and regional models, we would like to test the tendency in the

Andalusian Mediterranean region.

3.1 Global flood events
Data about large global flood were obtained from the Dartmouth Flood Observatory which has a Global active archive of large

flood events from 198558 (http://floodobservatory. colorado.edu/Archives/index.html). We include data until 2020 in order to

show complete decades. This dataset contains information about large floods, which means any flood that causes significant

damage (i.e. to structures or agriculture), presents long reported intervals since the last event, and/or presents a high number of

people affected.

Figure 2 shows the evolution in the number of flood events and also, the flooding days per year. Lineal regression was

calculated in order to check the tendency which, in both cases, is positive. In the decade 2000-2010 data show a dramatic

increase which focused the attention on flooding events along the world. However, the tendency from then has been changed

and now, there is a slight decrease in the number of events. In general, an increase in the number of events is accompanied by

a major number of flooding days, but in the last 10 years the number of events has been almost similar, but the days suffer

several fluctuations, even when the general tendency is to increase. This is coherent with the idea that the extreme events will

be intensified under Climate Change, so that, the number of events are lower, but not their intensity.

Figure 3 shows the values per continent (a) events per year, b) mean days flooding and c) regression line slope values). In

general, tendency for all continents is positive, but with differences in terms of intensity. In general terms, Central America is

the area with fewer flood events, whilst Asia presents significantly the highest values. However, in terms of duration, South

America shows the highest mean values. Focused on the event number both Central America and Oceania show the lowest

values but also, the most constant tendency, with the highest increase. Even when there are some peaks values, they remain

low in comparison to the rest of continents. A different situation can be identified in North America, South America, Europe

and Africa, where the behavior agrees with the general tendency showed in Figure 2. Finally, Asia shows not only the highest

values, but even a different behavior. From 1987 to 2008, the number of annual events had been increasing until reaching their

maximum value in 2008. The last decade (2010-2019) the tendency is to dramatically decrease, reaching a minimum in 2015,

in contrast with the general tendency of keeping almost constant or showing a peak between 2018 and 2019.

In the case of the flood duration the situation differs (Figure 3 b)). During the period 1985-1995 all continents except South

America (explained below) show similar values and a slight increase. From 1995 this tendency starts to be different and we can

divide continents into two groups. In the first one, Central America remains almost similar with also a decrease in the flood

duration until 2007 when a sudden increase happened. By contrast, the rest of continents show an increase, more evident for
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Figure 2. Temporal evolution of global large flood events for the period 1985-2020. m, slope value of the regression line

calculated from data.
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Figure 4. Flood data in Spain for the period of time 1900-2010 expressed in people dead, moved and housing affected. Source

of data: Historical Flood National Dataset (CNIH).

North America reaching more than 20 days of annual mean flooding days. In the case of South America, from 1985 annual

mean values are higher than the rest, with several peaks over 20 or even 30 days.

It is remarkable the case of Asia, with the maximum values of number of flood events but not for its duration. By contrast,

South America presents lower events but with higher duration. So that, an increase in the number of flood events does not

mean they will take more time. It agrees with IPCC reports that predict fewer extreme events but being dramatic or intensive.

However, global data show not all continents’ behavior follow the same tendency or prediction, so that, it would be important

differences depending on the scale selected.

3.2 Spanish flood events
Data collected by the Dartmouth Flood Observatory refers to large flood events, so that it does not include other smaller, but

important, events. In a National scale, the Historical Flood National Dataset (Catálogo Nacional de Inundaciones Históricas,

CNIH collected information from 1900 to 2010 about three variables related with flooding: i) number of affected people (moved

from their houses), ii) number of dead and, iii) housing affected. Figure 4 shows these variables.

From 1900 to the end of 1950s, there were some flood events expressed in terms of people dead, but with low values for

people moved and housing affected. This difference is due to the lack of an official register and control about the provoked

damage. An example is the so called Aguacero de Sant Lluc (Sant Lluc downpour), in October 1940 a 5-days storm caused the

overflow of Ter and Tet rivers in Catalonia with an official balance of dead people of 91, whilst some local news reported 370

deaths. There was not a meteorological system for prediction neither for data collection, so that no official information about

the amount of rainfall was recorded. However, some people collected more than 1000 l/m2 during the 5 days, half of them in

just one day.

The high values at the end of 1950s and beginning of 1960s correspond to a set of important events. One of these events is

known as one of the most important natural disasters in Spanish history, the so called Riadas del Valles. It was a flooding in

September 1962 in Llobregat and Besos rivers (Catalonia) where official meteorological registers showed more than 210l/m2 in

less than 3 hours. Again, data about deaths differ, whilst the CNIH recorded a total of 453 deaths, some other sources pointed

between 600 to 1000 people dead, thousands of injured and an estimation of more than 15 millions (2650 millions pesetas)

infrastructures damage.

Approximately, from the 1990s data collection became efficient and regular, so that Figure 4 shows higher values. But, it

does not necessary mean an increase of flood events from 1990s. In this period of time two events should be remarked. First, in

October 1982 as a consequence of a storm (locally called gota fría or DANA) with more than 1000l/m2 in one day, the Tous’

reservoir broke and provoked one of the worst flooding in Valencia and Alicante regions with more than 40 deaths. The other

was the Riada del camping de Biescas (flooding at Biescas camping area) in August 1996 in Huesca, Aragon. Due to a storm in

the river headwaters the volume of water dramatically increased from 3 to 300m3/s in just one hour, and devastated a camping

area close to the estuary, with a total of 87 deaths and 183 injured.

Data shows that Mediterranean area was the most affected with the 56% of the historical flood events. In the collective

memory remains the last 5 years with a sequence of heavy storms in Mediterranean area, breaking all records of amount of

rainfall, area, people and housing affected. However, the CNIH has not updated the data from 2010 yet.

3.3 Andalusia flood events
Mediterranean catchment in Andalusia is characterized by climatic variability, both in temperature and rainfall patterns. Both

physical characteristics and relief make this area quite vulnerable to extreme climatic events. However, scenarios of Climate

Change predict a decrease in rainfall patterns in these areas, with at the same time, an intensification of extreme events. It

means less amount of water, but in fewer times and in an intensive, or even, violent, way.

Data collected from the Historical Flood National Dataset for Andalusia is shown in Figure 5. Even when data is available

from 1900 in Andalusia it begins to be complete from 1970 with a total of 182 flood events divided into two periods. Firstly,
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Figure 5. Flood data in Andalusian’s Mediterranean catchment for the period of time 1970-2010 expressed in people dead,

moved and housing affected. Source of data: Historical Flood National Dataset (CNIH).
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Figure 6. Evolution of rainfall in Andalusia from october 2011 to september 2020. Source of data: SAIH. a) total amount of

rainfall, b) number of events, c) mean time and d)regression values

in 1989 an intensive storm between Almería and Málaga provinces provoked more than 180mm in one hour, with around 45

minutes of hailstorm. In Málaga province it affected more than 3000 people and close to 1000 housing were damaged. Crucial

infrastructures were destroyed which made population of several municipalities along Guadalhorce riverbed need some months

to recover back.

Second period is located at the end of the nineties and beginning of 2000s, where there was not an important event as in

1989, but a series of large flood events from 1994 to 2006. Even when statistics about people moved and housing affected

are not as high as decades before, it is also related with more protection infrastructures and awareness. However, between

1995-1997 more than 2000 people and 3500 housing were affected by floods.

National Dataset does not include information from 2010, so, more recent information can be obtained from the Andalusian

Hydrological Information Systems (SAIH). It has no information about flood events, but meteorological data in real time. Data

about rainfall was collected for the last complete decade (from October 2011 to September 2020), and analyzed in terms of

duration and intensity (Figure 6). In all graphs a seasonal effect is visible, with lower values for spring-summer whilst the

highest during autumn and winter months. Even when 10 years is not enough to highlight a tendency in meteorological data, it

seems that events are slightly increasing in number and mean time but the amount of rainfall is decreasing.

4 Discussion and Conclusions

First part of this paper has been focused on flood risk analysis. Literature review shows an intensive academic activity in the

field of risk management, where Environmental and Water areas hardly achieve the 15% of published papers field mostly

focused on public health. A more exhaustive revision of both areas shows the focus of these papers on public health, most of

them evaluate the risk according to a set of standardized indexes. In water area, flood risk has evolved from a more technical

vision (dams, dikes and retention systems construction) to a global framework of risk management. In terms of modeling

approach, the majority of papers continue using specific hydrological models that usually do not take into account social or

economic aspects, and focus just on the hydraulic components. In this sense, models need to include the inherent complexity of

natural systems with all economic and social aspects. According to the classification made by9, priced damages are the most

commonly consequences modeled and evaluated, whilst cultural loses, psychological trauma and other social problems, are

hardly included into flood risk management and modeling. So that, despite the importance of natural disasters related with

storms and flooding, with a large and complex list of consequences, more efforts are needed to include such complexity. In this

sense, it would be necessary to explore new methodological frameworks that allow such complexity to be included. Objective

and measure data (rainfall patterns, temperature, humidity, river flow) need to be merged with social and economic variables,

even when they could be obtained from more subjective areas (awareness, preparedness, among others).

In the second part of the paper, evolution of flood event has been analyzed from global to regional scale. At Global scale

data show a dramatic increase in flooding during 2000-2010 decade, which focused the attention on these events. Even when
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the last decade this tendency remains lower, there are strong differences among continents. North and South America, Europe

and Africa follow the global trend, whilst Asia not only differs from the rest, but also presents a deep decrease in flooding in the

last years. These differences make necessary more regional, or even local, studies that help to understand the evolution of flood

risk.

At National scale, information from the Dartmouth Observatory just includes those flooding events with an international

impact, so that, a national dataset was also used. However, the units and the way flooding events are summarized is quite

different. For each event only information about people dead, moving and house affected were collected, with no meteorological

information (time flooding, amount of rainfall, between others). Besides, when a specific event is analyzed, data do not agree

with other sources of information (i.e. Riadas del Valles flooding). If data from Dartmouth Observatory are analyzed, the

number of annual event seems to be higher in the last years and also their duration. However, the area affected does not

significantly increase, which is related with more awareness and prevention efforts. According to this dataset, consequences of

flooding have been increased from the nineties, but data from 2010 are not available, so that no conclusions can be developed.

Andalusian Mediterranean area comprises the 56% of the national historical flood events. However, data collected from the

Regional Government are not as exhaustive as global or National dataset.There is no dataset about flood, so that information

from the national one was included and data show an increase in the number of flood events in this century. Even when this

increase could be related with a more awareness and data collection effort, there is a positive tendency. This is also visible in the

data obtained from the SAIH where there is a slight increase in the amount of rainfall but with less and shorter events. These

agree with the idea of an intensification of extreme events and, as a consequence, in a foreseeable increase in flood risk, can be

shown. However, a major effort is needed in data collection and organization, since there is not official and robust dataset about

this topic, not at National neither Regional scale. Almost all climatic models and projections agree Mediterranean area would

be one of the most affected by extreme event, including flooding. Data from the last decades started to show these predictions.

Even when alert systems and risk awareness begin to be developed, data about historical flood events are not robust enough or,

at least, this information is not public and accessible. As future work, Graphical Probabilistic Models are proposed as a simple

but robust solution which can be applied to flood risk assessment in Andalusian Mediterranean area.
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